Star Anise Home Learning Spring Term 2018
Choose one piece of home learning each week and hand your book
in on a Thursday morning.
Ask a parent to tick, date and sign the chart when the task is completed.

TIMES TABLES
Create a poster/fun way
to learn and remember
your times tables.

Create a ‘mood board’
collage that represents
The Earth.

What kind of food did
Vikings eat? Write a
menu for a day and
explain why you have
chosen specific foods.

Create a 3D model of
our Solar System.

Ralph Waldo Emerson
famously said, ‘The only
way to have a friend is to
be one’
What do you think this
means?

Imagine you are an
astronaut and write a
diary entrance about
your journey into space.

Research and then
design your own Viking
shield. Why have you
chosen your design?

What does Democracy
mean to you?
How does it effect
people in
Britain?

Compare a child today
with a Viking child - what
are the similarities and
500 WORD CHALLENGE What kinds of Gods and
Write a 500 word Viking
Goddesses did Vikings
differences?
myth story.
believe in?
Sketch and annotate
what they look like to
support your writing.

Record your heart rate at
Research and design a
different times in the day
RESEARCH - Choose a
holiday brochure for
- waking up, after
planet from our Solar
Scandinavia for
exercise, after eating etc.
System and create an
potential visitors. Include
Record the data in chart
informative fact file.
key facts and places of
and write a summary of
interest.
your findings.

RESEARCH - Choose a
Is it better to have a
FREE CHOICE
space launch and
small group of close
Blank for your own
represent your
friends? Or a large group choice related to a piece
information in an
of different friends?
of learning from this
engaging and interesting
Why?
term.
way.

Listen to Jazz music.
How does it make you
feel?
Did you enjoy it?
Write a short appraisal,
including the musician
and title piece.

Set yourself a personal
and academic goal.
How will you achieve it?
How will you know when
you have been
successful?

